1. Introduction {#sec1-biomedicines-08-00229}
===============

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is considered the hepatic manifestation of metabolic syndrome and is associated with progressive hepatocellular lipid accumulation, mostly of triglycerides, up to more than 10% of liver weight \[[@B1-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. This disease comprises a wide range of liver disorders, from simple non-alcoholic fatty liver (NAFL) to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) and, if not treated, can lead to threatening complications such as cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma \[[@B2-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Generally, NAFLD is considered a benign and reversible condition, although one-third of NAFLD patients eventually progress to NASH, which is characterized by inflammation and hepatocellular injury \[[@B3-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. While the causes involved in the establishment of NAFLD have been largely investigated, the main factors controlling the progression of NAFLD toward NASH remain pretty much unknown and are currently intensively studied. Many experimental evidences suggested that lipotoxicity, proinflammatory mediators, and oxidative stress may have a central role in this process \[[@B3-biomedicines-08-00229]\], which can occur in the presence or absence of a high amount of dietary fat ingestion \[[@B1-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Moreover, the consumption of imbalanced diets (e.g., excessive fat and sugar intake), as well as the alteration of gut microbiome are involved in NAFLD development and progression \[[@B4-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B5-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B6-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. In particular, high fat and high sugar diets, besides promoting the deposition of fat in the liver, could modify microbiome composition and affect gut barrier integrity, facilitating bacterial translocation and inflammation. Inflammation and oxidative stress have also shown to play a pivotal role in extrahepatic diseases, including many different central nervous system (CNS) diseases such as, for instance, Alzheimer's disease (AD). Accordingly, extensive evidences obtained in the last years have revealed that NAFLD may represent a risk factor for CNS impairment \[[@B7-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Several observations suggest that a correlation may exist between metabolic liver diseases, such as NAFLD and NASH, and CNS disorders, starting from the increased risk of developing AD, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and dementia in patients with dyslipidemic disorders, and an association with neurodegeneration and cognitive deficits has been observed in patients with metabolic syndrome-related diseases such as type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) and obesity \[[@B3-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

In this review, we want to point the attention to depression and mild and severe cognitive impairment, which are becoming a serious health threat, and in recent years have been associated to NAFLD and NASH.

2. Cognitive Dysfunction and Brain Abnormalities {#sec2-biomedicines-08-00229}
================================================

2.1. Depression {#sec2dot1-biomedicines-08-00229}
---------------

Depression is one of the most common CNS diseases involved in adult premature death and it is characterized by specific cognitive and somatic abnormalities over time. The common symptoms of patients with depressive disorders are mood imbalances or anhedonia \[[@B8-biomedicines-08-00229]\], which are also associated with social dysfunction and cognitive and functional impairment \[[@B9-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Since depression is known to be associated with chronic liver disease (CLD) \[[@B10-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B11-biomedicines-08-00229]\], and considering that nearly 30% of patients with NAFLD show major depressive disorder (MDD) with a prevalence higher than the general population \[[@B12-biomedicines-08-00229]\], it is plausible to hypothesize that a correlation exists between NAFLD and depression. However, controversial results have been obtained by the different studies that tried to validate this hypothesis ([Table 1](#biomedicines-08-00229-t001){ref-type="table"}). While dated population-based studies reported that NAFLD is absolutely not correlated to depressive disorders \[[@B10-biomedicines-08-00229]\], other studies conducted in the same period or more recently reported the existence of a possible association between depression and NAFLD \[[@B12-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B13-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. In particular, the study of Youssef and collaborators provided robust evidence of the correlation between depressive symptoms and hepatocyte ballooning, one of the main hallmarks of NAFLD progression, even after the adjustment for potential confounding factors such as age, sex, ethnicity, body mass index (BMI), diabetes mellitus, systemic hypertension, smoking, alcohol consumption, and anxiety symptoms. Indeed, a multivariate data analysis showed more severe hepatocyte ballooning in patients with mood disorders, validating the hypothesis of a NAFLD role in depressive symptoms \[[@B13-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Accordingly, Tomeno and collaborators suggested a correlation between the severity of steatosis and MDD comorbidity in NAFLD patients. These findings were confirmed by higher levels of serum markers of liver dysfunction such as aspartate aminotransferase (ALT), alanine aminotransferase (AST), γ-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT), and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) in NAFLD patients affected by MDD \[[@B12-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Although the results of these pioneering studies need to be confirmed by other investigations, they pointed the attention on the relationship between NAFLD severity and MDD.

For a better understanding of the liver disease influence on depressive disorders, preclinical evaluations were performed in animal models of NASH to verify the presence of behavioral mood changes in these models. The forced swimming test was used in one of these studies to assess depressive-like behavior, like despair and anhedonia, in rats. Rats with NASH showed a lack of struggle to escape, in contrast with their normal attitude. This result demonstrated that NASH rats were affected by a sense of hopelessness, which is normally associated with depression \[[@B14-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Depression and anxiety have been associated not only with NAFLD, but they have also shown to be strictly involved in pathological features typical of NAFLD progression to NASH, such as insulin resistance and inflammation. The study of Elwing and collaborators tried to evaluate the correlation between these mood disorders and liver histological features. Their findings provide evidence that depression is directly associated with hepatic inflammatory markers, suggesting its active role in NASH progression \[[@B11-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. One recent study investigated the possible changes of brain tissue volumes in NAFLD patients. They found a significant reduction of white and gray brain volumes and an increased volume of lateral ventricles, with respect to healthy patients. This ulterior remark suggests a higher risk of depression in NAFLD-diagnosed patients \[[@B15-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

2.2. Cognitive Impairment {#sec2dot2-biomedicines-08-00229}
-------------------------

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is defined as an impairment in cognition more severe than that generally associated with normal memory and cognitive changes merely due to aging (clinically considered as "age-related cognitive decline"). However, this condition is less problematic than dementia or other cognitive deficits which significantly impair daily functions \[[@B16-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Among the different cognitive features which could be impaired, we will focus on memory, social functioning, visuospatial function, and executive functioning.

As far as metabolic syndrome and its components are concerned, including liver manifestations as NAFLD/NASH, many recent population-based studies have suggested their involvement in cognitive impairment, from mild ones up to dementia \[[@B17-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Although there are studies providing evidences that metabolic syndrome \[[@B18-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B19-biomedicines-08-00229]\] and NASH \[[@B3-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B14-biomedicines-08-00229]\] are associated with cognitive deficits, whether NAFLD may lead to cognitive impairment remains controversial ([Table 2](#biomedicines-08-00229-t002){ref-type="table"}).

One of the first studies suggesting the presence of functional and cognitive impairment in NAFLD patients was a study by Elliott and collaborators \[[@B20-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. The main conclusion they achieved was that NAFLD patients had a significantly worse cognitive function with respect to controls, supporting the idea that NAFLD may influence cognitive features.

A lead study in this field has been performed by Seo and collaborators and confirmed the hypothesis of the independent association between NAFLD and cognitive impairment after the analysis of the data obtained from the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III). The authors considered patients with cognitive impairment, excluding possible confounding factors (e.g., BMI, waist circumference, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, history of acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and stroke) and considering factors known to affect cognition, such as cardiovascular disease. They observed an increase of liver enzymes, surrogate marker of NAFLD presence and progression to NASH, even without histological signs of advanced liver dysfunction \[[@B21-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

It is well known that screening tools like the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) are quite useful and more sensitive than others for diagnosing forms of cognitive decline in old adults and patients with MCI \[[@B22-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Celikbilek and collaborators utilized for the first time the Turkish version of the MoCA test to investigate whether patients with NAFLD show more probability to manifest cognitive impairment than healthy subjects. The results showed a correlation between liver dysfunction and cognitive impairment, in particular, in the visuospatial and executive function domains, both associated with the prefrontal cortex (PFC) \[[@B23-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Recent studies tried to assess which brain region(s) may be affected by NAFLD and reported that these patients were characterized by lower levels of metabolic activity in some brain areas, e.g., PFC, hippocampus, and amygdala, due to low levels of dopamine in the PFC and cerebellum and of noradrenaline in the striatum \[[@B14-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Taken together, these observations validate the hypothesis of NAFLD implication in cognitive impairment.

Another study investigated the possible correlation between cognitive status and NAFLD using the MoCA test, finding a lower MoCA score and a reduction in white and gray brain volumes in NAFLD patients \[[@B15-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. In combination with the reduced gray and white volumes, these authors found an increase of lateral ventricles volumes, justifying the constant total brain volume in presence of different cognitive situations between the tested group. The main conclusion achieved by this study is that patients with NAFLD have a risk four times higher of manifesting lower cognitive abilities and depleted cognitive performance and deficit, and also confirmed the higher concentration of AST in NAFLD patients with cognitive deficit \[[@B15-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. The correlation between higher levels of AST and ALT and poorer cognitive function, especially in visuospatial memory, was also supported by a recent population-based study conducted by An and collaborators \[[@B24-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Besides these results, there are also studies that found no correlation between NAFLD per se and cognitive impairment, as found in a cross-sectional study by Weinstein et al. \[[@B25-biomedicines-08-00229]\], who associated poorer cognitive function (mainly in the executive areas) with an increased risk of advanced liver fibrosis but not NAFLD. These results suggest that the association between NAFLD and cognition may be influenced by the specific cognitive brain domains studied and also by the type of liver dysfunction.

Finally, to which extent sleep apnea and chronic intermittent hypoxia, which are known to result in cognitive impairment \[[@B26-biomedicines-08-00229]\] and also to be associated with the metabolic syndrome and NAFLD/NASH \[[@B27-biomedicines-08-00229]\], contributes to the cognitive impairment found in NAFLD still remains to be elucidated.

2.3. Neurodegenerative Diseases: Alzheimer's Disease {#sec2dot3-biomedicines-08-00229}
----------------------------------------------------

Alzheimer's disease is a neurodegenerative disorder which may derive from MCI progression \[[@B22-biomedicines-08-00229]\] and it is characterized by the progressive atrophy of cortical and medial temporal structures, CNS areas involved in memory and learning deficits \[[@B28-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. It belongs to a series of neurodegenerative disease provoking pathophysiological brain changes via accumulation of misfolded proteins, in particular, peptide variants of amyloid-β (Aβ). Progressive protein deposition causes amyloid and senile plaques formation with synaptic dysfunction, dendritic spines loss, and neuronal death \[[@B7-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

The AD etiology remains unclear, but there are many possible mechanisms, other than aging, proposed to explain its development. Recently, a number of studies provided evidence of a strict correlation between metabolic syndrome-associated diseases, such as diabetes mellitus and NAFLD, and neurodegenerative disorders, like AD \[[@B29-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Indeed, de la Monte and collaborators introduced the concept that AD could be considered a neurodegenerative disorder mediated by insulin resistance, since similar abnormalities were found in both pathologies \[[@B28-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. NAFLD is known to be associated with a dysregulated lipid metabolism and increased cellular oxidative stress, and these same characteristics are present in AD, underlining their possible interconnection. Furthermore, epidemiological data suggested that dyslipidemic and insulin-dependent diseases play a key role as cofactors of AD pathogenesis \[[@B3-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

The hypothesis of a correlation between AD and NAFLD is very recent, and most studies are performed in animal models and not in human patients. One aspect implicated in the development of metabolic syndrome, NAFLD, and potentially AD is the consumption of a high fat diet (HFD). A number of experimental studies used this type of diet in animal models to verify whether an association exists between AD and metabolic syndrome related diseases \[[@B30-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. One of the first studies conducted in mice chronically fed with HFD showed a time-dependent decline in brain weight with respect to controls. Subtle histopathological abnormalities like neuronal loss foci and cellular apoptosis were also found in brain tissue, pointing to a correlation between HFD-induced NAFLD and mild neuropathological brain lesions \[[@B31-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Kim and collaborators evaluated the possible impact of NAFLD in AD pathogenesis, using an AD transgenic mouse model. Their findings suggested an acceleration in neurodegeneration and in Aβ plaque formation after HFD-induced acute inflammation and NAFLD development \[[@B30-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. The fact that HFD and fructose-rich diets may quicken AD cognitive decline has also been confirmed in recent experimental studies \[[@B32-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B33-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B34-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

A population-based study was carried out to assess whether different biological markers, together with neuropsychological evaluations, could provide a robust method to measure MCI and early AD progression ([Table 3](#biomedicines-08-00229-t003){ref-type="table"}). The authors of this study considered different covariates in their evaluations, such as age, sex, BMI, years of education, and APOE ε4 status, and the results they obtained suggested that ALT and AST to ALT ratio, whose levels increased in NAFLD patients, were directly associated with poor cognition and greater Aβ deposition in brain areas \[[@B35-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Currently, there is a great interest in confirming the existence of a correlation between NAFLD and AD, probably because these diseases are widespread worldwide, and an effective pharmacological treatment is still missing for both of them. New approaches are in the phase of optimization, as suggested by Karbalaei and collaborators, who used a systems biology method to investigate the genes involved in both NAFLD and AD pathophysiological pathways, providing another evidence of their reciprocal interconnection \[[@B36-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

3. Molecular and Pathophysiological Pathways Connecting NAFLD/NASH to Cognitive Impairment {#sec3-biomedicines-08-00229}
==========================================================================================

The pathogenesis of NAFLD and NASH is a quite complex process involving multiple pathways and risk factors, first of all being diet imbalances. The progressive lipid deposition in the liver leads to the alteration of lipid metabolism/lipid peroxidation, insulin resistance, oxidative stress, and inflammatory damage. This promotes a state of peripheral insulin resistance and low-grade systemic inflammation. For this reason, an increasing amount of evidence suggests that NAFLD and NASH not only affect liver function, but also induce multiple extrahepatic manifestations that also involve the central nervous system, e.g., depression, cognitive impairment, AD, and dementia. Moreover, emerging evidence has demonstrated the link between microbiome composition and gut impairment, and the development of both liver diseases and cognitive dysfunctions \[[@B37-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B38-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. It could be hypothesized that the same detrimental stimuli that lead to NAFLD and NASH in the liver could induce cognitive impairment or AD-type neurodegeneration in the brain.

Many signaling pathways are demonstrated to be altered in both NAFLD/NASH and CNS dysfunction (depression, cognitive impairment, dementia, and AD), suggesting that these diseases share, at least in part, the same pathogenetic mechanisms. Some studies reported conflicting results and whether there is a causal relation between liver damage and the development of cognitive dysfunction or if steatosis triggers for other subsequent deleterious pathogenetic mechanisms remains to be fully understood \[[@B23-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B39-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

The main pathways involved in the NALFD/NASH-related brain dysfunction are summarized in [Figure 1](#biomedicines-08-00229-f001){ref-type="fig"}. Three are the main pathological aspects accounted to link NAFLD/NASH to cognitive impairment, i.e., cerebrovascular alteration, neuroinflammation, and brain insulin resistance. Accordingly, the study of Karbalaei et al. suggested three putative groups of genes involved in both AD and NAFLD related to carbohydrate metabolism, long fatty acid metabolism, and interleukin signaling pathways \[[@B36-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

One of the first brain area affected by early stage chronic liver diseases is the cerebellum; then, brain injury could progress to the hippocampus or prefrontal cortex (PFC), brain areas crucial for cognition, memory, learning, and mood regulation \[[@B40-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B41-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B42-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B43-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

The histological analysis of NASH patients' cerebella revealed the presence of parenchymal microthrombi, neurodegeneration in the Purkinje layer, and glial alteration in the molecular layer, in addition to the activation of microglia and astrocytes of white matter. Some of these features are also observed in some neurodegenerative and vascular diseases, e.g., AD, vascular dementia, and atherosclerosis \[[@B44-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Petta and collaborators observed in NAFLD patients the presence of cerebral lesions in PFC white matter, whose prevalence increases as liver function worsens, e.g., in NASH and advanced fibrosis, probably due to the proinflammatory and proatherogenic state typical of these advanced stages of liver diseases \[[@B45-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. This is coherent with the fact that liver steatosis is characterized by a proinflammatory state that promotes atherosclerosis, endothelial dysfunction, platelet, and microglia activation in the brain. These alterations induce micro- and macrovascular damage, which is responsible for clinical and subclinical cerebrovascular dysfunctions \[[@B39-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. The activation of inflammatory pathways characteristic of NAFLD and NASH induces the production and release of some inflammatory, prothrombotic, and oxidative stress mediators, e.g., the cytokines IL6, TNFα, and IL1β. Moreover, the increased production of reactive oxygen species could sustain the inflammatory cascade, further increasing IL6 release, neuroinflammation, and neurodegeneration \[[@B30-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. It has been demonstrated that the peripheral inflammation observed in NASH patients may lead to endothelial damage and formation of microthrombi in the brain parenchyma, leading to neuroinflammation. It has been hypothesized that this phenomenon can be due to infiltrating CD4+ T lymphocytes that have been observed in the cerebellar meninges of these patients \[[@B44-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. In addition, Ghareeb and collaborators observed an alteration in neurotransmitter activities induced by NAFLD, in addition to oxidative stress and metabolic dysfunction, and suggested that this may represent a risk factor for cognitive dysfunction and neurodegeneration \[[@B46-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. In detail, they observed an increased activity of acetylcholine esterase (AChE) and monoamine oxidase (MAO) in NAFLD liver and brain tissues with respect to controls, accompanied to an increase of ATPase activity, and the inflammatory markers IL6 and TNF-α in the brain.

The Western diet (WD), a diet rich in fat and sugar, is considered one of the main risk factors for NAFLD/NASH, and its implication in the context of neuropsychiatric disorders and cognitive decline is a raising evidence. In the brain, it has been observed that WD is able to increase the activity of the endocannabinoid (eCB) system in the limbic areas controlling emotions, due to the increase of phospholipidic n-6/n-3 PUFA ratio in neuronal membranes and of n-6 PUFAs in the cytoplasm of hippocampal neurons. Cytoplasmatic n-6 PUFAs could be transformed into eCBs, lipid mediators binding to CB1 receptors (CB1R), reducing GABA release from interneurons located in CA1 area and altering theta oscillations. As a consequence of these alterations, WD could lead to an increase vulnerability to neuropsychiatric disorders and cognitive decline \[[@B47-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Moreover, an excessive consumption of fructose, a monosaccharide mainly used as sweetening agent in soft drinks, in addition to systemic metabolic alterations, was able to induce oxidative stress, thereby causing lipid peroxidation and protein nitrosylation in the hippocampus and reducing the expression of synaptic proteins, leading to impaired synaptic function, thus affecting learning and memory in a long-lived animal model \[[@B48-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Accordingly, many reports investigating the association between obesity and cognitive impairment have reported that the consumption of high-fat and high-sugar diet is able to increase oxidative stress, inflammation, and AChE activity, leading to cerebrovascular changes and neuronal loss in the hippocampus, disrupt myelination and axonal transmission, and decrease of dopamine (DA) and serotonin (5-HT) in the hippocampus, two of the key neurotransmitters involved in learning and memory processes \[[@B33-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B34-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B49-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B50-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Several pieces of evidence have demonstrated that unhealthy diets, e.g., the Western diet or high fructose intake, could greatly influence gut microbiome composition by decreasing anti-inflammatory autochthonous bacteria and increasing proinflammatory pathological ones. This affects intestinal permeability ("leaky gut") and leads to an increase of LPS/endotoxin entry into portal and systemic circulation \[[@B38-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. This process could worsen liver steatosis and induce NASH progression by causing a widespread pro-inflammatory status. CNS function can also be impaired by these events through the gut--brain axis \[[@B51-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B52-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B53-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. These studies further suggest the key role of the consumption of unbalanced diets and gut dysbiosis in the development of NAFLD/NASH, cognitive impairment, and AD.

An interesting review on the influence of liver dysfunction on AD progression suggested that chronic liver diseases may worsen amyloid burden due to an imbalance in peripheral amyloid-β (Aβ) clearance, leading to higher Aβ circulating levels. This can be due to a low hepatic expression of low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 (LRP-1), necessary for Aβ clearance, consequent to liver dysfunction and chronic inflammation. Furthermore, these features were proposed to negatively affect blood--brain barrier (BBB) integrity, thus contributing to a vicious cycle in Aβ clearance \[[@B7-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

An impaired Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway was reported to be involved in the pathogenesis of depression and AD \[[@B54-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B55-biomedicines-08-00229]\]; thus, the dysregulated expression of proteins of this pathway observed in NAFLD rats could also be responsible for related cognitive impairment \[[@B56-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Another study demonstrated that the behavioral and cognitive impairments observed in rats with NAFLD could be linked to an imbalance of nesfatin-1 and copine 6 in the hippocampus and PFC \[[@B56-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Nesfatin-1 is able to regulate appetite, glucose, and energy metabolism, but also plays a role in mood and cognitive function \[[@B57-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B58-biomedicines-08-00229]\]; thus, its increased plasma levels in NAFLD could be responsible for the observed cognitive dysfunction. Copine 6, a calcium sensor, plays an important role in brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)-dependent changes in dendritic spines, regulating neurotransmission, and promoting synaptic plasticity, learning and memory \[[@B59-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B60-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. A decrease of copine 6 expression was related to depression-like behavior and immune activation and was also observed in NAFLD rats \[[@B56-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B61-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Another hypothesized mechanism leading to an increased risk of dementia and cognitive dysfunction in NAFLD/NASH subjects is related to chronic hyperglycemia and brain insulin resistance. It has been proposed that peripheral insulin resistance could trigger cognitive function through a liver--brain axis of neurodegeneration due to an excessive peripheral production of neurotoxic lipids, e.g., ceramides and nitrosamines, that pass across the blood--brain barrier (BBB) and affect neuronal activity, particularly in the hippocampus and PFC \[[@B3-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. In the CNS, insulin orchestrates a network of pro-growth and pro-survival signals by activating intracellular pathways, e.g., insulin and insulin-like growth factor type 1 (IGF-1) signaling, thus promoting mitogenesis, cell survival, energy metabolism, and motility. Studies using different experimental models have demonstrated that NASH could increase the hepatic production of ceramides, nitrosamines, and related molecules, causing insulin resistance, oxidative stress, and brain injury. Liver-derived cytotoxic lipids enter the circulation, activate proinflammatory cytokine-mediated injury, and disrupt endothelial cell-to-cell junctions, thus increasing BBB permeability and penetrating in the CNS. Moreover, myelin degradation further increases endogenous ceramide production, exacerbating brain insulin resistance, neuroinflammation, oxidative stress, and neurotransmitter paucity, thus leading to neurocognitive deficits \[[@B3-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B31-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B62-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Recent evidences have demonstrated a close correlation between the alteration of gut microbiota (dysbiosis) and NASH development due to the increased intestinal permeability to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) that activates Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) of hepatic Kupffer cells (KCs) and hepatic stellate cells (HSCs), triggering the pro-inflammatory cytokine cascade that induces and maintains NASH. In the brain, the LPS-activated inflammatory cascade induces a decrease in BDNF expression, reduces the number of viable cells in the pyramidal layer, and promotes neurodegeneration and atrophy of hippocampal neurons, thus affecting CNS function and causing degenerative dementia and cognitive impairment \[[@B63-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

A recent study of Higarza and collaborators demonstrated that a high-fat, high-cholesterol diet induces not only NASH but also dysbiosis, decreasing microbial short chain fatty acid (SCFA) production and increasing ammonia. Since hyperammonemia has been correlated to neuroinflammation and cognitive impairment, these authors suggested that diet-induced dysbiosis disrupts brain metabolism and function, factors contributing to the behavioral deficits observed in NASH. Additionally, they observed an increased DA catabolism in this NASH model, causing a drop of DA levels in the PFC and an increase of DOPA/DA ratio in the cerebellum. This suggests that insulin resistance could lead to dopaminergic dysfunction and a reduction of mitochondrial oxidative activity \[[@B14-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

4. Pharmacological Strategies to Improve NAFLD/NASH-Related Cognitive Impairment {#sec4-biomedicines-08-00229}
================================================================================

Although the increasing prevalence of NAFLD/NASH has made the need of effective treating options a priority, no therapy for NAFLD patients has been yet approved, and weight loss and increased physical activity remain the two gold standard interventions \[[@B64-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Several pharmacological agents have been studied and/or are in the pipeline for their effect on metabolic targets, the anti-inflammatory pathway, or fibrogenesis. Four agents (a PPARα/δ agonist, a FXR agonist, a CCR2/CCR5 antagonist, and an ASK1 inhibitor) are undergoing phase III clinical trials to be evaluated for their ability to reduce insulin resistance and the proinflammatory cascades responsible for NASH progression \[[@B65-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. In this context, the development of a pharmacological option active also on the brain manifestations of NAFLD/NASH is a great challenge for scientists. Some interventions have been proposed in the last few years; nevertheless, their real usefulness as clinical pharmacological treatments needs to be further demonstrated.

Since insulin resistance is a distinctive feature of both steatohepatitis and AD, some studies have proposed the use of insulin-sensitizing agents, such as PPAR agonists, that are able to activate insulin-responsive genes and their signaling pathways to treat liver and brain insulin resistance-mediated diseases \[[@B66-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Early treatment with PPAR agonists has shown to effectively prevent brain atrophy, neurodegeneration, and its associated learning and memory impairment, preserving neurons expressing the insulin receptor and IGF receptor and maintaining cholinergic homeostasis and myelin expression \[[@B67-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B68-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Their antioxidant activity in the CNS was also reported to further sustain their therapeutic use in the content of oxidative stress-related diseases such as NAFLD, NASH, and AD.

Other studies demonstrated that in early stage AD patients, an improvement or stabilization of their cognitive impairment was obtained with intranasal insulin administration, leading to increased brain insulin levels \[[@B69-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B70-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B71-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B72-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Some studies have reported that chromium picolinate is able to improve insulin sensitivity by reducing glucose and insulin levels in overweight or obese subjects, and to increase HDL cholesterol and decrease LDL levels, thus controlling metabolic syndrome risk factors \[[@B73-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B74-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Moreover, this agent could improve cognitive function in elderly people, reducing semantic interference on learning, recall, and memory \[[@B75-biomedicines-08-00229],[@B76-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. These positive effects on the insulin signaling pathway, both at the systemic and central level, suggest the use of chromium picolinate as a dietary supplement in NAFLD-related cognitive impairment and AD, even though clinical studies need to be performed to support this hypothesis.

The use of dietary supplements is widely exploited to support the dietary interventions in patients with metabolic syndrome, obesity, and NAFLD. A recent study on resveratrol, a polyphenol naturally present in grapes, blueberries, raspberries, and mulberries, has reported the improvement of both liver metabolic dysfunction and behavioral and cognitive impairments in a rat model of NAFLD \[[@B77-biomedicines-08-00229]\]. Resveratrol administration to NAFLD rats is able to ameliorate the imbalanced expression of copine 6, p-catenin, and p-GSK3β in the hippocampus and PFC, restoring normal protein levels and improving the altered Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. This study further supports previous evidences on the effect of resveratrol in reducing Aβ plaque formation associated with AD \[[@B78-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Another study investigating the effect of *Curcuma* derivatives demonstrated their ability in improving high-fat and high-sugar diet-induced obesity, oxidative stress, memory impairment, and neurodegeneration. These effects have been attributed to the antioxidant properties and anticholinesterase activity of curcuminoids and terpenoids present in the tested extract. Furthermore, they increased serotonin and dopamine levels, exerting neuroprotection of hippocampal neurons \[[@B79-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

Since several pieces of evidence suggested that liver steatosis may negatively affect cognitive performance in AD subjects, n3-PUFA supplementation can be considered as an option to improve NAFLD-related brain dysfunction, since these fatty acids are able to improve liver n3/n6 PUFA imbalance and modulate many neuronal functions, protecting them from oxidative stress and inhibiting signaling pathways responsible for tau phosphorylation in AD and dementia patients \[[@B80-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

As stated before, the gut--brain axis and dysbiosis could play a role in the cognitive impairment of NAFLD and NASH patients. Starting from the observation that probiotics have demonstrated to improve NASH by decreasing LPS-induced pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL6 and TNF-α \[[@B81-biomedicines-08-00229]\], a study of Mohammed et al. investigated the effect of *Lactobacillus plantarum* (*LP EMCC-1039*) administration on cognitive performance and liver function in dysbiosis-induced NASH in rats. *LP EMCC-1039* supplementation was correlated to an improvement of cognitive function in these animals due to the modulation of TLR4/BDNF signaling pathway, and an increase of viable cells and of the thickness of the pyramidal layer was observed \[[@B63-biomedicines-08-00229]\].

5. Conclusions {#sec5-biomedicines-08-00229}
==============

In conclusion, increasing evidences suggest that a correlation exists between NAFLD/NASH and CNS diseases or dysfunctions such as depression, MCI, AD, and dementia. Growing evidences point at cerebrovascular alteration, neuroinflammation, and brain insulin resistance as NAFLD/NASH-related CNS manifestations. Unfortunately, the pharmacological options available for the management of these conditions are still limited, both in number and in efficacy. Further experimental and clinical studies are needed to gain new insights about the mechanism(s) of NAFLD/NASH and their central manifestations and identify effective pharmacological targets, after the comprehension of the complex mechanisms involved in the NAFLD/NASH, including the regulation of the gut--brain axis by diet and microbiome composition.
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Principal clinical studies reporting an association between depressive disorders and NAFLD.

  Study                                                      Settings and Study Design                           Subjects                                                                                Methods                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Results and Conclusions
  ---------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Lee et al. (2013) \[[@B10-biomedicines-08-00229]\]         Cross-sectional national survey, population-based   10231 NHANES participants in the 18th year or older                                     PHQ-9 survey to screen depression associated with hematologic and biochemical tests and viral hepatitis                                                                                                                               Depression and chronic hepatitis C are independently associated, but not metabolic syndrome
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Tomeno et al. (2015) \[[@B12-biomedicines-08-00229]\]      Population-based                                    258 participants                                                                        Blood test monitoring and lifestyle counseling for 48 weeks, with assessment of insulin resistance through HOMA-IR                                                                                                                    32 NAFLD patients were comorbid with MDD and showed higher biochemical parameters (ALT, AST, GGT, ferritin, hs-CRP, and cholinesterase) than NAFLD patients without MDD. Only NAFLD patients without MDD improved their conditions with treatment.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Youssef et al. (2013) \[[@B13-biomedicines-08-00229]\]     Cross-sectional analyses, population-based          567 participants aged 20 and older                                                      HADS questionnaire to assess severity of depression and anxiety                                                                                                                                                                       Severe depressive symptoms were associated with increased hepatocyte ballooning
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Elwing et al. (2006) \[[@B11-biomedicines-08-00229]\]      Case-control comparison                             36 patients undergoing cholecystectomy and 36 matched control subjects                  Structured interview to assess psychiatric illnesses                                                                                                                                                                                  Lifetime MDD has significantly increased rates in NASH subjects, in accordance with PHQ-9.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Filipović et al. (2018) \[[@B15-biomedicines-08-00229]\]   Population-based                                    40 NAFLD positive participants aged from 34 to 57, and 36 controls aged from 39 to 53   3D T1-weighted MR images to measure gray and white matter volume and brain lateral ventricles, Serbian version of the MoCA test to assess cognitive functioning and Hamilton's depression rating scale to evaluate depression level   Cognitive status declined in NAFLD patients, according to the MoCA index. These patients had reduced gray and white matter volumes and higher risk of depression.

NHANES: National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; PHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire; HOMA-IR: Homeostasis Model for the Assessment of Insulin Resistance; HADS: Hospital Anxiety & Depression Scale; MoCA: Montreal Cognitive Assessment.
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###### 

Principal clinical studies reported on cognitive impairment, MCI, and NAFLD patients.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study                                                       Settings and Study Design                               Subjects                                                Methods                                                                                                                                                                                            Results and Conclusions
  ----------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Elliott et al. (2013) \[[@B20-biomedicines-08-00229]\]      Cohort study                                            224 NAFLD participants and 100 controls                 PHAQ and CFQ were used to evaluate functional and physical ability and cognitive abilities.                                                                                                        NAFLD patients showed significantly worse functional abilities, and they had more difficulties in specific daily activities than controls.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  Seo et al. (2016) \[[@B21-biomedicines-08-00229]\]          Cross-sectional population-based analysis               4472 participants aged from 20 to 59                    Assessment of liver enzyme activity and cognitive evaluation using SRTT, SDLT, and SDST                                                                                                            NAFLD patients showed lower performance on the SDLT, and NAFLD resulted independently associated with lower cognitive performance.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  Celikbilek et al. (2018) \[[@B23-biomedicines-08-00229]\]   Prospective cross-sectional population-based analysis   70 participants and 73 age- and sex-matched controls\   Turkish version of the MoCA test to evaluate cognitive functions                                                                                                                                   Deficits were observed in each cognitive domain, mainly in the visuospatial and executive functioning. NAFLD patients reported significantly lower MoCA test scores.
                                                                                                                      aged from 18 to 70                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  An et al. (2019) \[[@B24-biomedicines-08-00229]\]           Cross-sectional population-based analysis               23 NAFLD participants and 21 matched controls           BDI was used to assess depressive symptoms, and RBANS was used to characterize neurocognitive deficits.                                                                                            BDI mean score indicated a moderate depression in NAFLD patients, and women reported significant association with visuospatial memory deficit.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  Weinstein et al. (2019) \[[@B25-biomedicines-08-00229]\]    Cross-sectional population-based analysis               1287 participants                                       Trail-making test to measure executive functioning. Similarity test was used to assess abstract reasoning skills, and the Hooper visual organization test was used to measure visual perception.   NAFLD and cognitive performances were not associated; however, poorer performances on the trail-making and similarities tests were linked to increased risk of advanced fibrosis in NAFLD participants.
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PHAQ: Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System, Health Assessment Questionnaire; CFQ: Cognitive Failures Questionnaire; SRTT: Simple Reaction Time Test; SDLT: Serial Digit Learning Test; SDST: Symbol-Digit Substitution Test; BDI: Beck Depression Inventory; RBANS: Repeatable Battery for Assessment of Neuropsychological Status.
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###### 

Principal clinical study reported on the Alzheimer's disease and NAFLD connection.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study                                                Settings and Study Design   Subjects             Methods                                                                                                                                Results and Conclusions
  ---------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Nho et al. (2019) \[[@B35-biomedicines-08-00229]\]   Cohort study                1581 participants\   Evaluation of cerebrospinal fluid biomarkers and brain atrophy (magnetic resonance), and scores for executive functioning and memory   Increased ALT and AST to ALT ratio in AD patients were linked to poor cognition.
                                                                                   aged around 70                                                                                                                                              

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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